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Rap got you feeling worn out? Have a Brisk sip of Hip-Hop cold-filtered on planet Earth-10th Planet. 14

MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Hip Hop, URBAN/R&B: R&B Rap mix The Gold Album Songs Details: We all

wonder what lies beyond the stars, cosmic collisions, alien life, pitch-dark holes... but a 10th planet is now

reality. Not in the form of a galactic mass but in the form of a Hip Hop group that strives to go where no

group has gone before, against the grain above the norm  beyond the stars. Described as an eclectic,

neo soul group, 10th Planet blends the realness and consciousness of Old School Hip Hop with the

power  wit of modern day rap. Covering a spectrum of topics including their viewpoint of politics, to battle

raps, to shaking that thang, 10th Planet is a group like no early. Consisting of five core members, the 10th

Planet family has roots spanning from the south to the west coast. The producer, 9Ether has been

composing tracks since 1997  has been rapping since 1992. He affected to L.A. in 1999 to persue acting.

Untested Black Male is an L.A. import as good Born and exaggerated in New Orleans, Black has been

rapping since 1991. Marcus Earl and A- Theory are natives of Inglewood, Ca., best friends and other

members of the L.A. based group Blac Lung. Zeus Novus, a founding member with a extensive library of

raps, is from Seattle, Wa. and combines with the early four members to solidify 10th Planet. 10th Planet

has a significant grass roots following. Selling over 10,000 out of the trunk and ripping the crowd together

together at each and all show they do, the Planet has only begun to leave behind behind its mark on the

oecumenical of music. So if you've been searching for the next flat in Hip Hop, look no further than the

10th Planet, soon to be in your orbit.
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